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ABSTRACT
We have studied the scaling of controlled nonlinear buckling processes in materials with dimensions in the molecular range (i.e., ∼1 nm)
through experimental and theoretical studies of buckling in individual single-wall carbon nanotubes on substrates of poly(dimethylsiloxane).
The results show not only the ability to create and manipulate patterns of buckling at these molecular scales, but also, that analytical continuum
mechanics theory can explain, quantitatively, all measurable aspects of this system. Inverse calculation applied to measurements of diameterdependent buckling wavelengths yields accurate values of the Young’s moduli of individual SWNTs. As an example of the value of this system
beyond its use in this type of molecular scale metrology, we implement parallel arrays of buckled SWNTs as a class of mechanically stretchable
conductor.

Controlled compression of structures that consist of high
modulus layers on compliant supports can create, through
nonlinear buckling processes, well-defined sinusoidal distributions of surface relief.1-14 This phenomena has attracted
significant attention recently due to the utility of this type
of mechanics in applications ranging from precision metrology4,5 to stretchable electronics.9-14 Recent research demonstrates the ability to form diverse classes of buckled,
wrinkled, bridging, and other structural configurations of
nanomaterials (i.e., nanoscale membranes, ribbons, platelets,
and related) by integrating them with compliant substrates
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and applying mechanical forces, either before or after the
nanomaterials and substrates are joined.2-14 The engineering
flexibility with which these configurations can be achieved,
in parallel and over large areas, creates interest in the
underlying physics and also in aspects of enabled applications
in biotechnology, electronics, metrology, and other areas. We
demonstrate here that this strategy can be used to manipulate
materials with molecular scale (i.e., ∼1 nm) dimensions and
that Newtonian mechanics models can accurately describe
the physics at these scales. The results include experimental
and theoretical studies of the buckling, into sinusoidal
“wavy” configurations, of individual linear SWNTs on
elastomeric supports. The use of such data to determine
Young’s moduli for SWNTs and the implementation of wavy
SWNTs as stretchable conductors provide application examples in molecular scale mechanics metrology and emerging electronic systems, respectively.
Figure 1a schematically describes the process for forming
mechanically buckled, that is, “wavy”, individual aligned
SWNTs on an elastomeric substrate of poly(dimethylsilox-

Figure 1. (a) Transfer of aligned arrays of SWNTs grown on quartz to a uniaxially strained substrate of PDMS followed by release of the
prestrain (pre) causes nonlinear buckling instabilities in the SWNT that lead to wavy configurations. (b) Large-area (12 µm × 12 µm)
angled-view atomic force microscope (AFM) image of wavy SWNTs on a PDMS substrate. (c) Plane-view AFM image of an individual
wavy SWNT and linecut showing the profile of relief. The red, black, and blue curves represent measured data, a piecewise sinusoidal fit,
and a global sinusoidal fit, respectively. The dashed ovals indicate regions that represent abrupt shifts in the phase. The wavelength determined
by the piecewise fit is 160 ( 20 nm.

ane) (PDMS). Chemical vapor deposition growth on quartz
substrates using optimized procedures15-17 formed arrays of
aligned SWNTs with linear shapes and diameters between
∼1 and ∼4 nm. Aligned SWNTs on quartz substrates can
be transferred to a mechanically prestrained (i.e., 3-5%
uniaxial tensile, pre, along the lengths of the SWNTs) PDMS
substrate using modified versions of methods described in
the literature.17,18 Releasing the prestrain creates, through a
nonlinear buckling process, wavy SWNTs in which the
heights of the SWNTs (and the underlying PDMS) vary
periodically with position along their lengths. This configuration is much different from, but related to, recent reports
of deformations in multiwalled carbon nanotube foams19 and
random networks of SWNTs.20 Figure 1b shows an angled
Nano Lett., Vol. 8, No. 1, 2008

view of wavy SWNTs collected with an atomic force
microscope (AFM). The periods of the waves are between
100 and 300 nm, with amplitudes of several nanometers.
Three tubes (arrows) are misaligned with the prestrain and
therefore do not form wavy structures. Figure 1c provides
an AFM image and linecut along a representative wavy
SWNT. The black, red, and blue curves correspond to the
AFM data, a piecewise sinusoidal fit, and a global sinusoidal
fit, respectively. The data exhibit a single spatial frequency,
separated by phase jumps at certain locations (dotted ovals).
The sinusoidal shapes are qualitatively consistent with
expectations based on much larger scale membrane and
ribbon structures.2-14 The wavelength for this case is ∼160
nm, evaluated from the fitting. The phase shifts represent
125

tube slipped on the surface of the PDMS during the release
of the prestrain or during transfer, thereby avoiding the
buckling process and yielding a nonlinear configuration. A
second feature is that SWNTs with wavy shapes have welldefined amplitudes and wavelengths; these parameters can
vary from one SWNT to the next across the substrate. Finally,
when they are sufficiently close to one another, the wavy
SWNTs adopt common wavelengths and phases. This type
of coupling, which is mechanically mediated by the PDMS,
can be clearly seen in many parts of Figure 2a. Figures 2b
shows additional examples of coupling. Figure 2c illustrates
the diameter dependence of the wavelength in a single SWNT
structure that, we speculate, consists of an individual tube
(1; left) that transitions to a small bundle of SWNTs (likely
∼2) (2; middle) and then to a branching set of SWNTs (3,
4; right).

Figure 2. (a) High-resolution atomic force microscope (AFM)
images of wavy SWNTs, highlighting mechanical coupling, variations in amplitude and wavelength, and absence of buckling in
certain SWNTs. (b) AFM images that illustrate mechanical
coupling. When two or more SWNTs are sufficiently close, they
adopt the same wavelength and phase (1, 4). For larger separations,
each SWNTs exhibits its own buckling properties (2, 3). The critical
separation distance for coupling is observed to be ∼70-100 nm.
Scale bars are 1 µm (left) and 300 nm (right); the difference in
height between the darkest and lightest regions is 20 nm for all
images. (c) AFM images that illustrate the dependence of the
wavelength and amplitude on SWNT diameter. Bundles or close
clusters of SWNTs lead to spatial variations in the wavelength and
amplitude with length. The scale bars are 1 µm; the difference in
height between the darkest and lightest regions is 20 nm for all
images.

nonideal features that are likely due either to local variations
in the properties of the PDMS or to regions where the SWNT
slipped along the surface of the PDMS during the buckling
process.
These and other aspects of the system can be seen more
clearly in the images of Figure 2. Figure 2a shows a highresolution AFM image collected in a region with a large
number (∼30) of SWNTs. Three features are notable. First,
not all of the SWNTs adopt a wavy shape. The SWNT
highlighted with the arrow, for example, lies flat on the
PDMS and is not straight. Since the growth process produces
almost perfect yields of linear SWNTs, we suspect that this
126

All of these behaviors can be captured quantitatively with
a Newtonian analytical mechanics model that exploits linear
elasticity theory.21,22 We approximate the SWNT as a hollow,
elastic tube with outer radius R, thickness t, and Young’s
modulus ECNT. The PDMS substrate is modeled as a semiinfinite solid with Young’s modulus ES and Poisson’s ratio
νS. The out-of-plane displacement of a wavy SWNT takes a
sinusoidal form along the tube direction, with a height that
varies according to w ) A cos(kx), where A is the amplitude
and k is the wavevector, with λ ) 2π/k. The total energy of
the system consists of three parts, the strain energy in the
PDMS substrate and the membrane and bending energies of
the SWNT. Each part can be obtained analytically in terms
of A and k. Minimizing the total system energy with respect
to A and k yields the following expressions for the wavevector and amplitude
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Here, γ ) 0.577 is Euler’s constant, E
h S ) (ES/(1 - ν2S)) is
the plane-strain modulus of the PDMS substrate, and ECNTI
and ECNTS are the bending stiffness and tension stiffness of
the carbon nanotube, respectively. The quantities pre and a
correspond to the prestrain and to strain applied to the system
after its fabrication, respectively. In the small-deformation
limit used to derive eqs 1 and 2, the value of k (and, therefore,
λ) is independent of the applied strain. Equation 1 for the
wavenumber has the following simple approximate (to within
∼5%) solution when R > 0.5 nm and ECNT/E
h S > 25000
k)
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In this case, A can be written
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The critical prestrain, critical, which corresponds to the
smallest pre that leads to buckling can be obtained from A
) 0 as
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These expressions for A and k are valid not only for
individual SWNTs but also for multiwalled nanotubes and
bundles of SWNTs, provided that ECNTI, ECNTS, and R are
replaced by the corresponding bending stiffness, tension
stiffness, and outer radius, respectively.
For an individual SWNT, the moment of inertia, I, is πR3t,
and the area S is 2πRt, where R is the outer radius of the
SWNT and t is its wall thickness. The bending stiffness ECNTI
and tension stiffness ECNTS in eqs 1-5 then become ECNTt‚
πR3 and ECNTt‚2πR, respectively. It is interesting to observe
that the SWNT Young’s modulus ECNT and thickness t
always appear together via their product ECNTt. Huang et al.23
showed that it is unnecessary to define the SWNT Young’s
modulus and thickness separately since all experimentally
measurable or theoretically calculable properties involve
ECNTt, not ECNT nor t separately. In fact, the prior modeling
and simulations of SWNTs can be grouped into two types;
one takes the interlayer spacing of graphite, 0.34 nm, as the
SWNT thickness, and the resulting Young’s modulus is
around 1 TPa;24-27 and the other is based on the continuum
shell modeling, which gives the thickness around 0.066 nm
and Young’s modulus 5.5 TPa.28-33 Their two types,
however, give approximately the same ECNTt, 0.34 TPa‚nm
for the first group and 0.36 TPa‚nm for the second group.
In this letter, we take the interlayer spacing of graphite, 0.335
nm, as the SWNT thickness.34 For this case, the value of
critical, using E
h S ) 2.6 MPa, ECNT ) 1.3 TPa, and R ) 1 nm,
is 0.08%, which is much lower than pre used in the
experiments presented here. The computed amplitudes are
around 5 nm, consistent with those observed experimentally
(Figure 1). Figure 3a shows angled views of computed
displacements in a system with a layout chosen to correspond
approximately to experiment. The displacements in the
PDMS decay away from the SWNT, and for distances larger
than ∼50 nm, the effect of the SWNT disappears. The
SWNTs buckle independently until their spacing decreases
to a critical value, determined by equating the sum of the
energy for two individual SWNTs (and the substrate) to the
energy for two SWNTs that interact via the substrate (see
the Supporting Information). For SWNT spacings less than
the critical value, the SWNTs buckle together and adopt the
same wavelength and phase. This critical spacing depends
on the dimensions of the SWNTs but is typically in the range
of 50 nm for the SWNTs investigated here. For example,
for two SWNTs with radii R1 ) 1 nm and R2 ) 1.1 nm, the
Nano Lett., Vol. 8, No. 1, 2008

Figure 3. (a) Calculated deformations in isolated (left) and
mechanically coupled (right) SWNTs on PDMS, rendered in a threedimensional perspective image. The effects of diameter-dependent
wavelengths and mechanical coupling can be seen clearly. (b)
Comparison between experimentally measured buckling wavelengths and calculation (lines) in which the Young’s modulus of
the SWNTs, ECNT, serves as a single variable parameter. The upper
and lower curves correspond to a modulus of 1.5 and 1.1 TPa,
respectively. On the basis of these results, we conclude that the
modulus is 1.3 ( 0.2 TPa.

spacing is 52 nm. For R1 ) 1 nm and R2 ) 1.5 nm, the
spacing decreases to 37 nm. Critical spacings estimated from
experiment are ∼70-100 nm, depending on tube diameter.
When the SWNTs couple mechanically, they adopt a
wavelength very close to that of the larger tube when it
buckles in isolation. These predictions are consistent with
experiment.
Another valuable insight obtained from computations is
that normal forces at the interface between a SWNT and the
PDMS, for parameters comparable to those in experiment,
are smaller than typical van der Waals attractive forces. In
particular, the normal force (per unit length) at the SWNT/
PDMS interface is on the order of 0.01 nN/nm (see the
Supporting Information), which is much less than the van
der Waals force of 0.16 nN/nm for a SWNT with a 2 nm
diameter.35 These calculations explain, then, the observation
that most SWNT buckle, rather than delaminate or slip,
127

Figure 4. (a) Atomic force microscope (AFM) images in a single region of a sample prepared with pre ) 0%, collected before (left),
during (center), and after (right) application of 5% compressive strain. The system shows completely reversible behavior for this range of
strains. Scale bars are 1 µm. (b,c) Optical microscope images of arrays of two terminal devices on PDMS, formed with pre ) 0 and 5%,
respectively. Scale bars are 80 µm. (d) AFM image of wavy SWNTs in the region between the pair of electrodes, indicated with a red box
in c. (e) Current-voltage curves for a representative device, measured at various values of applied strain, for a sample prepared with pre
) 5%. (f) Change of the resistance of a device as a function of applied strain. The gauge factor is ∼4.

during the release of pre, despite the absence of any specific
chemical interactions between the SWNTs and the PDMS.
Fitting the measured dependence of λ on d to the
expression in eq 1 can yield the Young’s modulus of the
SWNTs. Figure 3b shows the results, in which the upper
and lower lines correspond to calculations where the modulus
is 1.5 and 1.1 TPa, respectively, allowing us to conclude
that ECNT ) 1.3 ( 0.2 TPa. This result is in quantitative
agreement with the only previous report of a measurement
of the Young’s modulus in an individual isolated SWNT, as
determined by atomic force measurements on a single
suspended SWNT.36 The values are also consistent with firstprinciples calculations,37-39 as well as moduli measured for
bundles of SWNTs and for multiwalled nanotubes, as
determined from vibrating reed and related types of experiments (none of which is suited to the measurement of isolated
individual SWNTs).40-48 The calculated Young’s modulus
of a SWNT is linearly sensitive to the modulus of the PDMS
128

because the results of the calculations depend on the ratio
ECNT/E
h S, that is, the value will increase or decrease by 10%
if the modulus of PDMS increases or decreases by 10%. We
used the wavelength information for evaluating the modulus
because the wavelength depends less strongly on the value
of the prestrain than the amplitude. Also, the wavelength,
unlike the amplitude, is relatively insensitive to the residual
surface roughness on the PDMS and can therefore be
measured with greater accuracy. The models and the fitting
can also lead to conclusions on the nature of the tubes. For
example, if we assume the nanotubes are double-walled,
triple-walled, or small bundles, then appropriate models (i.e.,
values for I and S) lead to fitted values for the Young’s
moduli of ∼1.0 TPa (using data with diameters > 1.36 nm),
∼0.9 TPa (using data with diameters > 2.04 nm), and ∼4.0
TPa (using data with diameters > 1.28 nm), respectively.
These results suggest that most of the data of Figure 3b likely
correspond to individual SWNTs (see the Supporting InforNano Lett., Vol. 8, No. 1, 2008

mation). Collectively, the success of the models developed
here in describing the experimental observations indicates
that Newtonian mechanics provides accurate descriptions of
these systems, even when macroscopic concepts such as tube
wall thicknesses are atomic in dimension and where the
mechanical properties of the PDMS, for which the average
distance between cross-links is 1-2 nm, are not well defined
at nanometer length scales. The relatively long dimensions
of the tubes, their high levels of structural perfection, and
the small deformations involved in these experiments might
help to explain the success of this model. Newtonian
mechanics is known to be valid down to length scales
corresponding to roughly 10 atomic spacings, for defectfree materials.49,50 It is important to note that SWNTs with
diameters larger than ∼4 nm are susceptible to self-collapse.51
For this reason, and because SWNTs with apparent diameters
larger than ∼3 nm are likely bundles of SWNTs (e.g., Figure
2c) or multiwalled tubes, we did not extend the analysis of
the modulus to diameters larger than 3 nm.
The inclusion of a into the analysis of eqs 1-5 enables
the straightforward application of the results to a system
subjected to mechanical strains applied after release of pre.
In experiments of this type, we observed fully reversible
behavior, in which applied tensile (compressive) strains
decreased (increased) A. Although we intuitively expected
increases (reductions) in λ, changes in this quantity were
too small to measure accurately over the range of applied
strains explored here. (The theoretical prediction of eqs 1
and 3 that λ does not vary with a or pre arises from
approximations associated with the small deformation limit.
Full treatments, for thin films on compliant substrates,
recover the expected dependencies of λ on a or pre, with
functional forms that agree qualitatively with the response
of an accordion bellows.52) These variations in wavy shapes
were reversible for tensile strains less than pre and compressive strains less than ∼5%. For these applied strains, theory
suggests that mechanical forces do not exceed van der Waals
attractions, and the SWNTs should not delaminate from the
PDMS. Figure 4a shows AFM images collected at a single
location on the substrate for which pre ) 0%. The numbers
in the insets correspond to the values of a. This reversible
response with strain can be exploited to yield strain gauges,
stretchable conductors/semiconductors, and related electronic
components similar in concept to those that have been
achieved with thin films of metals12,14 and single crystalline
semiconductor ribbons.9-11,13 To demonstrate the basic
effects, we built two terminal devices on SWNT/PDMS
substrates by evaporating thin films of Ti(2 nm)/Au(60 nm)
through shadow masks, in the prestrained state, to form
electrode pairs with separations smaller than the average
lengths of the SWNTs. Figure 4b and c show optical
micrographs of arrays of devices at a ) 0%, formed in this
manner, with pre ) 0% (as that for Figure 4a) and with pre
) 5% (SWNTs in a wavy state at a ) 0%), respectively.
Note the wavy metal electrodes in the case of Figure 4c.
Figure 4d presents an AFM image of the wavy SWNTs in
the region between an electrode pair (Figure 4c; red box).
The average tube density is ∼2-3 SWNT/µm. Figure 4e
Nano Lett., Vol. 8, No. 1, 2008

illustrates current/voltage measurements on a representative
device, recorded at several values of a, indicating that the
resistance decreases with compression. The resistance of the
device as a function of a is given in Figure 4f. A
piezoresistance gauge factor (GF) can be defined as GF )
(∆R/R)/∆a, where R and ∆R denote the resistance and
change in resistance with a change in the applied strain ∆a,
respectively. The GF values (between ∼3 and ∼8 for samples
prepared in this fashion and evaluated in this range of strains)
are much smaller than that for a single isolated SWNT
subjected to applied strains;36 they are similar to those
observed in random networks of SWNTs.20 Although the
complexity of the system (e.g., the response can be effected
by strain-induced changes in the properties of the contacts)
makes quantitative analysis difficult, we speculate that the
relatively small values of GF in buckled systems, evaluated
on length scales that are long compared to λ, arise, at least
in part, from the compensating effects of the spatially
alternating regions of compression and tension associated
with the wavy geometries.
In summary, the results presented here illustrate the
possibility of mechanically manipulating material structures
with molecular scale dimensions (thickness and width). Its
use in molecular scale metrology, as demonstrated here with
SWNTs, could be useful for investigations of other similar
types of materials, such as DNA and RNA. Electronics
applications include not only stretchable conductors but other
more sophisticated devices that involve strain coupling to
electronic properties. These possibilities, together with the
development of methods for enhanced engineering control
over the buckled geometries through patterns of relief or
surface chemistry on the elastomer, appear to represent
promising directions for future research.
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